How you can join and improve healthcare

Are you working with improvement work in your department? Does your work with SIR make any difference? By using the form on our website, you help spread good examples and let others be inspired by your results, whether large or small. Submitted improvements will be published on the website.

Here you will find the form and more information

SIRI – the influenza season 2018-2019 starts week 40

All patients with laboratory-verified flu who are treated in an intensive care unit should be reported. A case should be registered as soon as possible after admission in ICU.

More information is available on the website.

In early December, the application will open to Vår Gård 2019

The planning for our annual conference has begun. Book in the calendar already. The conference will take place on 13-14 March 2019. Annual meetings for members will also take place during these days.

We will also nominate this year’s ICU next year.

Written information for patients in English

The patient information is now translated into English and is available for download on the website.
Data Output Portal – News

**Confidence interval in key ratios**
Reports for Quality Indicator Risk-adjusted mortality on SAPS3, Higgins and PIM3, now with confidence intervals.

**Check out the current situation - new report**
New design and individualized for each department.

Do you have any requests for new reports or changes? Email us!

---

Brief report from the ICU-Head of department meeting in Linköping

SIR presented news on the portal, the website and the Diagnostic Guidelines valid from 2019. In 2019, SIR will also start with Audit in any way in the departments. Quality Indicator 1-SFAI / SIS Guideline for Swedish Intensive Care was subject to discussion for future review.

Read the meeting documentation in the calendar on the website. (In Swedish)

---

How far are you in implementing the new diagnosis scheme?

What happens 2019:
- Key diagnoses are removed
- Important diagnoses are removed
- Important associated or complicated diagnoses / conditions are removed

In practice, these are replaced by "Intensive Care Important Diagnostics" which includes all the diagnoses previously found in the above three groups. The registration and / or clinical information system you use should contain ICD-10 and should contain support for selecting "Intensive Care Important Diagnostics". The system should also support ICD-10 rules for selecting major ICU diagnosis.

The guideline and more information can be found on the website

---

If you do not want any more information from the Swedish Intensive Care Register, please let us know

Questions and concerns can be found on the SIR website "Questions and Answers"
http://www.icuregswe.org/om-sir/fragor-och-svar/

Follow us on Facebook or Twitter

E-post: sir@icuregswe.org

Telefon: 054-191490